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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
UTILIZING MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY
PROCESS TO FACILITATE EVERGLADES RESTORATION DECISION-MAKING
by
Chloe’ Vorseth
Florida International University, 2019
Miami, Florida
Professor Mahadev Bhat, Major Professor
Greater Everglades Ecosystem (GEE) restoration is a complex undertaking, with a variety
of potential outcomes and trade-offs impacting numerous stakeholders. My study utilizes
a strategy for facilitating GEE restoration that is grounded in social science principles and
informed by stakeholder opinion, ecologists, and biological modeling techniques.
Information in the present study was gathered through the use of an online survey
involving stakeholder preferences for GEE restoration outcomes. Results revealed that
sample stakeholders weighed the outcome of improving seasonal flow of water highest,
followed by reducing polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee, then increasing water
storage for human use, and lastly restoring the GEE to improve resiliency to hurricane
storm surge. Additionally, the survey collected information on stakeholders’
environmental attitudes. Results revealed that most stakeholders surveyed across many
interests identified as “ecocentric” rather than “anthropocentric.” These results have the
potential to inform GEE restoration decision-making by providing a strategy to
effectively combine the separate interests of each ideologically divergent stakeholder
group with projected physical impacts of restoration alternatives.
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UTILIZING MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY
PROCESS TO FACILITATE EVERGLADES RESTORATION DECISION-MAKING
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
On a global scale, the deep reciprocal connections between human actions and the
natural world are becoming increasingly clear. While study of the ecological processes
that drive natural systems is important and relevant to solving emerging environmental
problems, translation of research to inform actual policy is often limited. Calls have
emerged from researchers in the ecological realm for increased use of improved decisionmaking techniques, integrating transdisciplinary strategies to solve human-environmental
issues holistically (Liu et al., 2007; Alberti et al., 2011). Adaptive management is one
such strategy that may result in timely decision-making through both trial-and-error
processes of experimentation and transdisciplinary approaches to understand trade-offs of
complex ecological problems (Gunderson, 2001; Holling, 2017). Adaptive management
remains largely theoretical and difficult to apply to management decisions, but is still
widely considered as one of the most comprehensive methods for managing ecological
systems in conjunction with the interests of human stakeholders (Allen et al., 2011).
The Greater Everglades Ecosystem (GEE) represents one such human-ecological
system that was previously degraded as a direct result of human action. Over the course
of a single century, human-caused redistribution of water flow disrupted the natural
ecological processes in the GEE that had been constant for millennia (Sklar et al., 2005).
The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP), a federal and state-funded
effort with a concrete timeline and project implementation plan, was passed in 2000. The
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CERP includes projects to tackle issues related to quality, quantity, timing and
distribution of water flow through the GEE, while also ensuring water supply for South
Florida residents into the future (Perry, 2004).
Everglades restoration has a reputation for being an equally ambitious and
complicated undertaking. The CERP was founded on the transdisciplinary ideals of
adaptive management, but little connection exists between ecological and social analysis
of the GEE (Gunderson & Light, 2006). While biological, chemical, and geological
evidence reporting provides sufficient justification for Everglades restoration decisionmaking and action from an ecological point of view, restoration efforts remain stagnant
and timelines for restoration efforts have been extended. The greatest cause of this delay
is not the lack of scientific understanding of the GEE, but the sociopolitical relationships
and power dynamics between Everglades restoration stakeholders and decision-making
institutions (Sklar, et al., 2005; Ogden, 2008). To adhere to the holistic ideals of CERP
and adaptive management, the need for understanding of stakeholder perspectives from a
combined ecological and social science point of view is urgently needed.
Because of the complex and geographically large scope of Everglades restoration,
stakeholders represent an ideologically diverse sample of individuals with varying
degrees of decision-making power. The South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force
(SFERTF), made up of 14 members representing tribal, state, federal, and local interests,
is assigned with coordinating restoration efforts (Heikkila & Gerlak, 2005). However, the
inter-agency group does not include core stakeholders such as representatives from
environmental advocacy groups, the agricultural sector, business leaders, and members of
the academic community. While inclusion of all stakeholder groups in regulatory bodies
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such as the SFERTF is not realistically feasible, powerful stakeholders outside of
regulatory bodies have historically stalled restoration efforts by years (Scarlett, 2013).
The present research was conducted to identify preferences of Everglades
restoration stakeholders, as well as potential motivations for those preferences. The thesis
is guided by the following objectives:
1. To identify the most important overarching criteria, or benefits, of Everglades
restoration.
2. To weigh criteria based on stakeholder input with the application of the
analytical hierarchy process (AHP).
3. To assess how demographic factors and environmental attitude influence
stakeholder preferences.
4. To draw policy conclusions about Everglades restoration decision-making
with application to real restoration scenarios.
The first and second parts of the research utilize a multi-criteria analysis (MCA)
survey to quantify stakeholder preferences for specific restoration benefits. Through a
rigorous process of synthesizing main outcomes of CERP, GEE restoration literature, and
technical expert consultation, four overarching potential benefits of GEE restoration were
identified. These benefits were then weighed through a series of trade-offs in a process
called analytical hierarchy process (AHP). The resulting weights revealed those
restoration benefits that are most important to Everglades restoration stakeholders, as
well as the relative importance of each criteria in the decision-making process.
The third part of the research uses regression analysis to understand potential
motivations for trade-off responses. Among those factors analyzed for significance is the
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use of a New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) survey to quantify the ecological attitudes of
stakeholders. An environmental attitude “score” was calculated through responses to a
series of 15 commonly asserted environmental attitude statements. The score was also
useful when viewing the environmental attitudes of stakeholders within specific groups.
Additionally, demographic information, attitudes towards CERP restoration, and open
response questions regarding largest challenges to CERP implementation were also
collected to aid in statistical analysis as well as to gain a detailed informational profile of
individual stakeholders.
The fourth part of my research involves identifying policy implications, including
application to outcomes of actual CERP projects through the use of multi-attribute value
theory (MAVT). MAVT combines the normalized physical values of each benefit of
GEE restoration for each potential restoration alternative to be compared to benefits most
preferred by a diverse group of stakeholders. The outcome of the MAVT has the ability
to reveal which restoration alternative provides the most benefits based on physical and
measured variables.
Using an approach that is grounded in both current scientific knowledge of the
GEE and social science tools, the present thesis seeks to understand the differences and
unifying similarities expressed by a wide variety of Everglades restoration stakeholders
not traditionally included in directly making GEE restoration decisions. Measurement of
stakeholder preferences coincides with calls for GEE restoration decision-makers to
integrate collaborative adaptive management among a variety of stakeholders into
decision-making (Gunderson & Light, 2006; Scarlett 2013). While stakeholder dynamics
pose a major hurtle to implementation of CERP, use of the AHP and MAVT shows that
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illustrating restoration preferences of all stakeholders will ensure that future decisionmaking is grounded in more realistic conditions of the human social, political, and
economic system.
The methodology described serves as an example for researchers and decisionmakers in any existing coupled human-environmental system interested in integrating use
of collaborative adaptive management. Using transdisciplinary approaches to solve
complex ecological problems, the relationships and feedbacks between human and
natural systems can be more effectively understood. Additionally, the innovative
application of multi-criteria analysis to an online platform has the potential to promote
inclusion of more stakeholders in decision-making processes than ever before.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 THE GREATER EVERGLADES ECOSYSTEM: RESTORATION,
STAKEHOLDERS, AND MANAGEMENT
2.1.1 THE GREATER EVERGLADES ECOSYSTEM
The Everglades is a subtropical wetland located in Southern Florida in the United
States of America. For approximately 5,000 years, freshwater flowed from the
Kissimmee River Basin into Lake Okeechobee, located in central Florida. During the
rainy season, the southern edge of Lake Okeechobee would feed into the central
Everglades in a slow, shallow sheet flow of freshwater. Over the course of months, the
freshwater would feed into Florida Bay, forming an estuary system. The flow of water
from the Kissimmee River, to Lake Okeechobee, through the central and southern
Everglades wetland, and into Florida Bay formed a larger watershed now known as the
Greater Everglades Ecosystem (GEE), encompassing 10,890 square miles (Light &
Dineen, 1994). Like any other wetland, life in the central and southern Everglades was
predominantly dictated by and dependent on the seasonal quantity and timing of water
flow through the system. In its “pre-drainage” condition, the GEE was perceived by
many early explorers and colonizers as an unforgiving wasteland (Grunwald, 2006).
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, South Florida became viewed by real
estate developers and agricultural interests as a potential site for agricultural and urban
development (Grunwald, 2006). Agricultural operations began on the nutrient-rich area
located south of Lake Okeechobee, unknowingly causing rampant soil erosion and
disruption of the natural flow of water to the wetlands located to the south (Sklar et al.,
2005). After a devastating hurricane in the early nineteen hundreds, a series of earthen
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dams were constructed, permanently blocking freshwater flow from Lake Okeechobee to
the Everglades (Gunderson et al., 1995). High elevation areas of present-day Miami-Dade
and Broward counties containing pine rocklands, mangroves, and coral reef deposits were
developed for human settlement. Over time, the natural flow of freshwater became
completely controlled by a complex series of canals, dams, and locks to protect human
interests from flooding events and to provide the rapidly increasing population with water
(Ogden, 2008).
At the dawn of the 21st century, approximately 70% less water flowed through an
unrecognizable GEE (Perry, 2003). As a result of channelization and impoundment
efforts in the 1960s and 70s (Toth, 1993; Koebel & Bousquin, 2014), along with nutrient
flow from dairy and cattle farms to the north (Perry, 2003), the ecological diversity of the
Kissimmee River basin was significantly altered and reduced. Lake Okeechobee became
both a water and nutrient reservoir, containing excess phosphorus and nitrogen from
surrounding agricultural, urban, and industrial practices (Anderson & Flaig, 1995;
Havens & Gawlick, 2005). To further protect agricultural land south of Lake Okeechobee
from flooding, water was diverted through the channelized and impounded
Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie rivers (Barnes, 2005; Sime, 2005). Both estuary systems
experienced excess nutrient inundation, contaminant inundation, and altered water flow
regimes, causing changes in ecological diversity and harmful algal blooms (Barnes, 2005;
Sime, 2005). A significantly reduced portion of nutrient-laden freshwater still flowed
south into the Everglades, but caused changes in plant assemblages, replaced
longstanding hydrological cycles with cycles of flood and drought, and dramatically
altered nutrient availability (Sklar et al., 2005). As a result of reduced and nutrient-laden
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freshwater flow from the southern Everglades, Florida Bay experienced spikes in salinity
and algal blooms, followed by seagrass die-offs and ecosystem collapse (Montague &
Ley, 1993; Nuttle et al., 2000). In essence, the “pre-drainage” system was altered and
halved into a degraded system whose water movement was almost exclusively controlled
by man-made structures.
In direct contrast from the natural systems encompassed by the GEE, water
channelization and control allowed the human population in South Florida to increase
dramatically. In 1900, Miami-Dade County (including Martin, Broward, and Palm Beach
counties) had around 5,000 residents (Smith, 2005). Areas that had been historically
flooded as a result of unpredictable weather patterns remained dry throughout the year,
paving the way for further human development through the coming century. With a
growth rate of 90% every 10 years in the Southeast, and 66% in the Southwest, South
Florida soon became the fourth-most populated area in the United States of America
(Smith, 2005). Currently, the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD),
responsible for providing urban, agricultural, and environmental water supplies in South
Florida, services 8.1 million people (SFWMD, 2019). The establishment of major
agricultural, urban, suburban, and industrial land uses in South Florida has caused
irreversible land alteration in much of the GEE.
2.1.2 EVERGLADES RESTORATION
At the turn of the millennium, the glaringly obvious ecological devastation caused
by redirection of water in the GEE became a national issue. Poor water quality caused
eutrophication in many parts of the GEE, triggering habitat loss and reduction in fish
populations in surrounding bays and estuaries (USACE, 1999). Over 1.5 million acres
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were invaded by invasive nonnative plants, and over 1 million acres contained elevated
levels of mercury (National Research Council, 2003). Additionally, the GEE contained
68 federally designated threatened or endangered species (Perry, 2003). To combat the
eventual collapse of the economically, recreationally, and ecologically important South
Florida ecosystems encompassed by the GEE, the state of Florida passed the Everglades
Forever Act (EFA) in 1995 (FDEP, 2019). The act would be the precursor to federally
funded act passed by congress in 1999 called the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Project (CERP). Both the EFA and CERP aimed to protect the Everglades system
through improvements in the timing, quantity, quality, flow and distribution of freshwater
through the ecosystem, while simultaneously providing water resources for both
ecological and human interests in the GEE (FDEP, 2019; Perry 2003).
At the time of its passage, CERP was known as the largest wetland restoration
project in the world. Over the course of a projected timeline of 36 years, CERP would
entail completion of 68 major projects to be implemented at a cost of $8 billion (National
Research Council, 2003). A large portion of these projects entailed establishment of a
network of storm water treatment areas (STAs), decommissioning of water control
structures, and introduction of water reservoirs to improve flood control and flow patterns
to the remaining Everglades (Perry, 2003). Additional projects include invasive plant and
animal management (Rodgers et al., 2012), and projects to improve water quality through
reductions in nutrient inundation from the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA) (Light,
2010). While extensive human development would prevent complete restoration of the
GEE, CERP aspired to mimic the natural quality, quantity, timing and distribution of
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freshwater flow through the Everglades as closely as possible (National Research
Council, 2003).
2.1.3 MAJOR CHALLENGES TO EVERGLADES RESTORATION
Unfortunately, the original timeline for CERP implementation would be stretched
an additional 20 years and cost of implementation would increase by billions as a result
of challenges associated with vague restoration goals (Hackney, 2000), the unknown
future pressures of climate change and sea level rise (Pearlstine et al., 2010; Nungesser et
al., 2013), and the special interests of stakeholders (Snyder & Davidson, 1994; Sklar et
al., 2005; Finkl & Makowski, 2017). The CERP remains an incredible milestone in
implementing interagency cooperation at the state, federal, and research institutional level
to improve environmental conditions. However, each of these three challenges represents
the realities of implementing complex long-term restoration plans in a complicated
sociopolitical context.
Around 50% of the original GEE currently exists, with water flows through the
system permanently changed by human influence (Sklar et al., 2005). Due to the dramatic
change of the ecosystem and degree of human settlement, no true image of a “restored”
Everglades exists, and clear endpoint goals of CERP are not clearly defined or identified
(Sklar et al., 2005). Restoration projects will potentially be completed without clear
endpoint goals, or those completed earlier in time may not match the goals of restoration
projects completed later as future modeling technology improves. Additionally, the
success metrics in terms of specific water delivery amounts and nutrient loading
reductions for restoration are not clear and potentially nearly impossible to implement
(Hackney, 2000; Sklar et al., 2005). These factors make decision-making especially
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difficult, with high levels of uncertainty in terms of future benefits of current actions
(Scarlett, 2013).
While CERP was designed to solve problems understood by scientists in the late
1900s and early 2000s, climate change has since arisen and been proclaimed by some
researchers as the biggest threat to Everglades restoration efforts (Pearlstine et al., 2010;
Nungesser et al., 2013). Effects expected for South Florida as a result of climate change,
including sea level rise (Haigh et al., 2014; Dessu et al., 2018) and salt water intrusion
(Watson et al., 2010; Czajkowski et al., 2018), may pose significant hurdles to
Everglades restoration efforts. CERP is founded on ideals of flexibility, allowing for
adjustments to management techniques when emerging problems are discovered, and
embracing more effective technology when available (Gunderson & Light, 2006).
Ecological and hydrological modeling has been used to predict the expected effects of sea
level rise in South Florida under different potential climate change scenarios (Bloetscher
et al., 2011; Dessu et al., 2018) However, the relative uncertainty of the effects of climate
change, including changes in weather patterns and sea level rise, also makes management
complex.
The most difficult challenge with Everglades restoration is that every major
decision made in the implementation of CERP has substantial economic, ecological, and
societal trade-offs (Sklar et al., 2005). While restoration is a technically difficult
endeavor, the socioeconomic and political climate of South Florida makes decisionmaking actions especially difficult. Further complications result when individual
stakeholder groups such as sugar agricultural interests hold more political power than
others, delaying CERP projects because of special interests such as agriculture and real
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estate development (Snyder & Davidson, 1994; Sklar et al., 2005; Finkl & Makowski,
2017). While all of these challenges are significant, the best solution from a social
science point of view is to understand additional information about the preferences of
Everglades restoration stakeholders, to make more realistic management decisions for
CERP implementation (Scarlett, 2013).
2.1.4 EVERGLADES RESTORATION STAKEHOLDERS
Everglades restoration has a variety of stakeholders with seemingly separate
ideologies. While few stakeholders hold ultimate decision-making power, others are
involved in managing for restoration, upholding water quality standards, and researching
restoration recommendations. Other stakeholders have interest for financial, social,
spiritual, or cultural reasons, and are also affected by Everglades restoration decisionmaking. Additionally, the pure scope of Everglades restoration places responsibilities on
potentially thousands of individuals at local, state, and federal levels.
Stakeholder groups including the Army Corps. of Engineers (ACOE) at the
federal level and the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) at the state
level hold the largest amount of power in Everglades restoration (Heikkila & Gerlak,
2005). While the ACOE is historically responsible for constructing the water control
structures that caused massive changes in Everglades in the first place, its expertise in
hydrological engineering is significant. The SFWMD is state-funded and charged with
distributing water for environmental, residential, industrial, and agricultural use through
research and hydrological modeling. As wielders of state and federal funding tasked with
implementing and regulating Everglades restoration at both the state and federal level,
these stakeholder groups are, on paper, the true decision-makers on restoration efforts.
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) are responsible for regulating and enforcing water
quality and air standards. While many of the issues associated with GEE restoration are
contributed to water quantity and delivery, an additional and equally challenging set of
issues are associated with water quality (Sklar et al., 2005). Excess nutrients such as
phosphorus and nitrogen from residential, urban, industrial, and especially agricultural
land use are especially large challenges for Everglades restoration (Perry, 2008). Both the
state and federal branches of the EPA are important for the regulation of point source and
non-point source pollution in and near the GEE.
Additionally, the National Park Service (NPS), Florida State Parks (also run by
the FDEP), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) hold regulatory and land management power
over natural, coastal, and recreational areas of the GEE. The NPS conducts research,
performs restoration projects, and manages Everglades National Park and Big Cypress
National Preserve, two of the only remaining natural systems in South Florida. Florida
State Parks (and FDEP) are responsible for smaller land areas such as the Fakahatchee
Strand State Preserve. Finally, both the USFWS and the FWC manages and enforces
fishing and hunting regulations in the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge and the
Everglades and Francis S. Taylor Wildlife Management Areas, among others. At the
local level, counties such as Miami-Dade and Broward manage remaining inland and
coastal remnants of the original GEE in the form of county parks, preserves, and
historical landmarks.
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Tribal stakeholder groups such as the Seminole and Miccosukee tribes have an
especially significant connection to historic tribal lands. After decades of abuse and war
from colonists in South Florida, the Seminole and Miccosukee people were pushed onto a
reservation within the GEE. Current reservation lands were not traditionally occupied by
the Seminole and Miccosukee people before the arrival of colonizers but served as a
refuge from colonizers who were unable or unwilling to enter the seemingly impenetrable
Everglades (Grunwald, 2007). Unfortunately, the land granted to the Seminole and
Miccosukee was significantly affected by the water redistribution actions of the 20th
century, with little regard for the cultural, spiritual, financial, and recreational needs of
the tribe (Dussais, 2013). The environmental degradation was especially devastating, as
the Seminole people view ancestral land as a synonymous extension of themselves
(Cattelino, 2009). After years of litigation, the Seminole people were granted
compensation for the destructive water control methods of the 20th century, also sparking
the modern movement to restore the Everglades (Dussais, 2013). As a result of this close
connection to the ecological quality of the land, the Seminole people also contribute to
Everglades restoration through regulation of water quality standards as an extension of
the Clean Water Act (Dussais, 2013).
Researchers at the university, state, and federal level also hold a significant role in
Everglades restoration, as intimate knowledge of Everglades restoration is necessary for
informed decision-making (Gunderson & Light, 2006). At the university level, Florida
International University, the University of Florida, Florida Gulf Coast University, and
Florida Atlantic University all have Everglades research groups. Additionally, countless
other university researchers at the graduate, post-doctoral, and professorial level conduct
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research that effectively contributes to Everglades restoration and knowledge of current
conditions in the GEE. At the federal level, the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) perform research
and collect publicly available long-term data for use by the research community.
Environmental organizations and advocacy groups represent stakeholders who
dedicate time and effort to speaking for the voiceless natural areas within the GEE (Light
& Dineen, 1994). Nationally recognized organizations include the Sierra Club,
Greenpeace, and the Audubon Society, while local organizations include The Everglades
Foundation, the Everglades Coalition, and “Friends” of various specific parts of the GEE.
In some cases, the Audubon Society holds a land management role with connections to
water movement decision-making, as seen in the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary near
Naples, Florida (Bancroft et al., 1988). These stakeholders, usually made up of
environmentalists, are usually engaged in advocating for CERP implementation at the
local, state, and federal level.
Both directly and indirectly, the business community at large encompassed by the
GEE is also a stakeholder in Everglades restoration, especially in regard to the tourism,
recreational, and real estate industries. In an economic valuation study, the ecosystem
services provided by the GEE totaled at over $16 billion in benefits for real estate, over
$1 billion for park visitation, over $520 million for commercial fishing, and over $2
billion for recreational angling (Mather Economics, 2010). The ecological health of the
GEE has close connections with all of these industries, as seen in the economic impacts
of reduced recreational angling conditions in Florida Bay (Stainback, 2018) and
Everglades National Park (Brown et al., 2018), as well as the economic impacts of
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harmful algal blooms on real estate markets (Wolf & Klaiber, 2017). While stakeholders
in the business community may not have scientific knowledge of the GEE, they are
linked to decision-making through economic costs and benefits of decisions.
Alternatively, agricultural interests in the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA)
pose a significant physical and political barrier to the flow of water from Lake
Okeechobee to Everglades National Park (Ogden, 2008; Finkl & Makowski, 2017).
Unlike many of the other stakeholders with either managerial, financial, cultural, or
ethical interests in the completion of Everglades restoration, the implementation of CERP
would ultimately eliminate longstanding agricultural practices in the EAA. However, soil
erosion and soil quality concerns are rapidly posing challenges to the validity of the EAA
as suitable agricultural land (Snyder & Davidson, 1994; Sklar, 2005). While some
individual farmers in the EAA with generational ties to the area exist, the majority of the
area is occupied by large corporations. With powerful political ties and lobbying power,
industrialized agricultural practices connected to the economically valuable sugar
industry have the ability to delay restoration projects advocated by the scientific
community (Snyder & Davidson, 1994). Integration of the preferences of the agricultural
community in the EAA is essential for the sweeping vision of CERP to come to fruition.
Lastly, the human population of over eight million people dependent on the GEE
for industrial, residential, and agricultural water supply also represent a significant
stakeholder group (SWFMD, 2019). The group is the furthest removed from the other
stakeholder groups, as many residents are not informed of the benefits provided by the
GEE essential to day-to-day life.
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While all the listed stakeholders have varying degrees of interest and power over
Everglades restoration decision-making, all are affected in some way. While the SFERTF
is tasked with coordinating Everglades restoration efforts, only representatives from
federal, state, and local government and tribal interests are included (Heikkila & Gerlak,
2005). While the SFERTF group is essential for guiding GEE restoration decision
making and the implementation of CERP and represent major stakeholders, other
restoration stakeholders such as agricultural interests in the EAA can delay restoration
efforts. Additionally, some stakeholders, including Everglades researchers, the business
community, the agricultural community, or local advocacy groups are often not included
in decision-making. To ground decision-making in a more realistic context, the
restoration preferences of stakeholders must be investigated through a deliberative
process (Scarlett, 2013).
2.1.5 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT IN THE GREATER EVERGLADES
ECOSYSTEM
To combat challenges with Everglades restoration both foreseen and unforeseen,
CERP is loosely grounded in principles of flexibility and experimentation through
passive adaptive management (Gunderson & Light, 2006). To remain relevant to
incoming challenges, adaptive management expressly depends on uncertainty as a
constant driving force of hypothesis formation, experimentation, management action and
reevaluation (Gunderson, 2001). While ecological understanding of the GEE is indeed
constantly evolving through the processes of scientific monitoring and research with a
thriving research community, discoveries made by scientists are often considered
irrelevant to realistic sociopolitical conditions (Scarlett, 2011). As a result of the
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disconnect, sociopolitical and socioeconomic challenges are often not considered when
researching and modeling CERP implementation (Scarlett, 2011). The social,
institutional, and political processes that dictate decision-making in the GEE should be
integrated into the scientific experimentation process, so that cycles and feedbacks
between societal decision-making and ecological systems are exposed (Liu et al., 2007).
Deep ideological differences between special interests in Everglades restoration,
including agricultural and real estate interests, impede the progress of restoration at every
turn (Gunderson & Light, 2006). To facilitate effective adaptive management to restore
the GEE, all stakeholders, even those with the ability to oppose restoration, should be
included in the restoration planning process from the very beginning (Gunderson &
Light. 2006; Scarlett, 2013). The present thesis seeks to integrate all stakeholders into the
decision-making process through commonly used social science tools grounded in
ecological understanding of the GEE.
2.2 MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY
PROCESS: THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
2.2.1 MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MDCA) is a faction of social sciences that can be
applied to decision-making in nearly every field at any scale, from deciding which house
to purchase to implementing national security measures (Saaty, 1990; Chang 1997). In
the environmental realm, complex decisions arise when dealing with management issues
such as emissions standards, water and air quality management, waste management,
sanitation technology, ecosystem restoration, and stakeholder dynamics (Huang et al.,
2011; Linkov & Moberg, 2011; Seleman and Bhat, 2016). As a consequence of the
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combination of environmental stressors and a large number of ideologically different
stakeholders, the GEE represents an especially complex management challenge.
Additionally, large-scale decision-making can have diverse impacts on any number of
stakeholders, ultimately stalling decision-making timelines of restoration efforts.
The MCDA method assists with the decision-making process by dividing one
large decision into main criterion, and then choosing which criterion is most important
(Dodgson et al., 2009; Mateo, 2012). Additionally, alternatives to the decision are
analyzed in terms of measurable outcomes, each representing a unique assemblage of
criteria. In doing so, those decision-making alternatives that maximize the benefits to
prioritized criteria represent decisions that provide the most benefits to either
implementation of a specific plan overall, or to stakeholders involved in the MCDA
process.
Nearly all MCDA methods follow the same basic process of first identifying
alternatives to decision-making, then identifying potential criteria for the alternatives to
the decision, then weighing the differences between criteria, and finally using the
resulting weights to compare alternatives (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The conceptual
framework is visualized in Figure 1. To ensure that the MCDA can be applied to realistic
situations, decision-making alternative selection should be completed with consultation
from experts or the literature, with direct application to specific existing choice
alternatives (Dodgson et al., 2009). Similarly, criteria selection should reflect measurable
outcomes of the alternatives, which can later be compared to the resulting weights
(Dodgson et al., 2009). While these are the core elements of MCDA, a number of
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strategies exist to complete the final weight and analyzation steps based on the
management situation at hand.
Figure 1. Basic conceptual framework of multi-criteria decision analysis (Source: Saaty
& Vargas, 2012).

Decision

Criteria 1

Criteria 2

Alternative 1
(Unique assemblage of
each criteria different
from other alternatives)

Criteria 3

Alternative 2

Criteria 4

Alternative 3

2.2.2 ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS
While a number of strategies exist for completion of MDCA, the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method is most relevant for use on evaluating stakeholder
decision-making (Schmoldt et al., 2013). In applications where decision-making is
dependent on input from a larger group, the AHP has the ability to capture a variety of
individual and group standpoints (Saaty & Peniwati, 2013). Additionally, instead of
displaying all potential criteria at once for ranking and weighing, the AHP utilizes an
indirect method to more effectively understand comparative weights of each criteria
(Dodgson et al., 2009).
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The use of AHP is also functional because it reveals not only the most important
criterion for decision-making, but also how much more important each criterion is in
relation to others (Zahedi, 1986). Respondents, including stakeholders or a panel of
experts in some cases, make pairwise comparisons between identified criteria, which then
undergoes an algebraic matrix analysis to reveal the comparative weights of each criteria
(Saaty, 1978, 1990). Since its creation, AHP has become one of the most commonly used
strategies for public and private environmental managers and has been applied to several
management decisions with potential social, economic, and environmental outcomes
(Kiker et al., 2005, Schmoldt et al., 2013).
Stakeholder input is embedded in the core framework of environmental decision
making under adaptive management (Glicken, 2000; Buysse & Verbecke, 2003) and also
important to the completion of the AHP (Saaty 1978, 1981, 1990). However, application
of AHP differs in the literature considerably, dependent on the application and scope of
the decision at hand. Because of the complex and interconnected social, economic, and
environmental outcomes of environmental decision-making, stakeholder input from
governmental, industrial, agricultural, recreational, cultural, educational, and public
realms is essential for both equality in decision-making input (Reed, 2008) and
completion of a more holistic AHP analysis.
Public resource managers have preference for traditional AHP analysis with a
high degree of stakeholder involvement and highly diverse stakeholder makeup.
Decision-making in applications including forest planning (Ananda, 2003), watershed
planning (Arnette, 2010; Herath, 2004), land preservation (Duke, 2002), and fisheries
policy management (Mardle, 2004) involve interdisciplinary cooperation, with outcomes
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that impact a large number of diverse stakeholders with varying interests. Public resource
managers also occasionally employ diverse stakeholder input for policy development
purposes, including development of agricultural riparian area restoration requirements
(Qureshi & Harrison, 2001, 2003) and development of alternative energy sources (De
Lange, 2012).
While public land managers particularly require diverse stakeholder input,
environmentally relevant private sector management applications also strive to include
diverse stakeholder consideration. Private applications in the literature include choosing
solid waste disposal site locations (Contreras, 2008) and evaluating public pressure on
industries to convert to green supply chains (Mathiyazhagan, 2014). Though private
decision-making is ultimately completed internally, applications utilized by private
industries have the benefit of gauging public perception of management decisions, and
displaying ethical consciousness (Mathiyazhagan, 2014). To ensure involvement of all
potentially impacted parties, public land managers, private industries, and researchers
attempt to survey highly diverse representative groups.
2.2.3 PERFORMING ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS USING ONLINE
SURVEYING TOOLS
Historically, the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) was performed on a small
group of stakeholders or experts, because of the complicated nature of completing a large
number of trade-offs as well as the difficulty of convening groups in person. To combat
the complications that may arise with gathering AHP recipients, a recent study revealed
that the AHP can be completed using online surveying techniques (Barone et al., 2014).
Online survey methods effectively decrease the overall time and costs associated with
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completing the analysis, and is able to reach geographically separated stakeholders.
While the method has not been widely used in the environmental realm, applications
include supply chain management in the multi-billion-dollar manufacturing industry
(White & Borchers, 2016), remote area micro-grid electricity planning (Jamal et al.,
2018), and analysis of bioeconomy transitions (D’Adamo et al., 2019). Further
application of the AHP in conjunction with online surveying techniques has the potential
to ease the process in the future.
In the present case, AHP has been chosen to better understand which criterion are
comparatively most important to GEE restoration stakeholders, how much more those
criteria are preferred over others, and to identify which GEE restoration projects align
with preferred criterion. As a result of the large number and geographic scope of
Everglades restoration stakeholders, the process was completed online.
2.3 NEW ECOLOGICAL PARADIGM: THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
2.3.1 NEW ECOLOGICAL PARADIGM: THEORY
In addition to MCA and AHP, past studies have widely used a surveying strategy
called the New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale to identify the environmental attitudes
of stakeholders (Stern et al., 1995; Rideout et al., 2005; Dunlap, 2008). Use of the NEP
allows researchers to capture a richer profile of individual survey respondents, while also
allowing for analysis of underlying ideological differences between stakeholder groups.
As a result of the environmental movement started in the 1960s and 1970s, social
science researchers found increasingly popular emerging ethics about relationships
between humans and the environment among the general public (Drengson, 1980). In the
new era of thought, referred to as the “New Ecological Paradigm”, humans held
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ecocentric attitudes towards the natural environment (Dunlap, 1978; Catton & Dunlap,
1980). These attitudes were rooted in the ideas that humans and nature had equal rights to
exist on earth, and that nature had intrinsic value in addition to what it could offer to
humans (Kortenkamp & Moore, 2001). In the widely held standard era of thought,
referred to as the “Dominant Social Paradigm,” humans had anthropocentric attitudes
(Dunlap, 1978; Catton & Dunlap, 1980). The opposing attitude was rooted in the ideals
that nature held resources meant for exploitation by humans, and that humans had the
ability to challenge or conquer nature through ingenuity and technology (Kortenkamp &
Moore, 2011). Additionally, some members of the population did not fit either category,
with a neutral attitude on both ecocentrism and anthropocentrism.
While all humans fall somewhere along the ecological attitude scale, simply
asking survey respondents if they were “ecocentric” or “anthropocentric” did not seem to
grasp the variety of environmental attitudes that could define an individual in either
category. To better capture environmental attitudes, Dunlap and Van Liere (1978)
developed a series of 12 statements that expressed four extreme anthropocentric
statements, and eight ecocentric statements of various ethic levels, to be weighed on a
Likert scale. The original scale was highly controversial, considering that respondents
were confronted with an uneven number of statements from opposing attitudes, and that
anthropocentric statements were considered too extreme, biasing results to reflect more
ecocentric views (Hawcroft & Milfont; 2010).
Twenty years later, an updated version of the NEP was released, including 15
alternating statements that expressed seven more diverse anthropocentric perspectives
and eight ecocentric perspectives, also involving Likert-scale responses (Dunlap et al.,
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2000). The updated version expressed in Table 1 is currently commonly utilized by
researchers in several fields conducting political, technological, environmental, and
economic studies (Dunlap, 2008).
Table 1. New Ecological Paradigm scale statements developed by Dunlap et al. in
original order and wording (Source: Dunlap, 2008).
Ideological View

NEP Statement

Ecocentric

1. We are approaching the limit of
the number of people the earth can
support.
2. Humans have the right to modify
the natural environment to suit
their needs.
3. When humans interfere with
nature, it often produces disastrous
consequences.
4. Human ingenuity will ensure that
we do NOT make the earth
unlivable.
5. Humans are severely abusing the
environment.
6. The earth has plenty of resources
if we just learn how to develop
them.
7. Plants and animals have as much
right as humans to exist.
8. The balance of nature is strong
enough to cope with the impacts of
modern industrial nations.
9. Despite our special abilities,
humans are still subject to the laws
of nature.
10. The so-called “ecological crisis”
facing humankind has been greatly
exaggerated.
11. The earth is like a spaceship with
very limited room and resources.
12. Humans were meant to rule over
the rest of nature.
13. The balance of nature is very
delicate and easily upset.

Anthropocentric

Ecocentric

Anthropocentric

Ecocentric
Anthropocentric

Ecocentric
Anthropocentric

Ecocentric

Anthropocentric

Ecocentric
Anthropocentric
Ecocentric
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Anthropocentric

14. Humans will eventually learn
enough about how nature works to
be able to control it.
15. If things continue on their present
course we will soon experience a
major ecological catastrophe.

Ecocentric

2.3.2 APPLICATIONS OF THE NEW ECOLOGICAL PARADIGM SCALE
The emerging method is currently used for estimating environmental attitudes in
several fields (Dunlap, 2008), and has revealed several overarching trends. Use of the
NEP has revealed trends in increasingly ecocentric environmental attitudes since the first
iteration of the scale in the 1980’s (Dunlap et al., 2000). Those who agree more with the
anthropocentric statements are less likely to be concerned with environmental issues,
while those who demonstrate environmental concern are willing to act toward solving
environmental problems (Kilbourne et al., 2002). Those who take the NEP scale survey
before and after environmental education modules are likely to present an ecocentric
outlook after education (Rideout, 2005). Most importantly, use of the NEP scale has been
proven to show correlations between political, cultural, and economic attitudes (Dunlap
et al., 2000; Dunlap 2008). These discoveries show that the NEP reflects a richer picture
of individual respondents, potentially revealing cultural attitudes, political attitudes, and
actual willingness to support environmentally focused decision-making (Kilbourne et al.,
2002).
Because of the informative power of the NEP scale, the method is used in
conjunction with other surveying strategies to enrich statistical analysis and inform
researchers about the specific attitudes of target groups. More specifically, the NEP has
been used in conjunction with preference models throughout the literature, including
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choosing between best management practices for non-point source pollution (Du et al.,
2019), evolving use of technologically efficient methods for farming in the face of
climate change (Orduño Torres et al.. 2019), and preferences for alternative development
in natural areas (Kaltenborn et al., 2009). In a case within the GEE, Milon and Scrogin
(2004) used the NEP to understand public willingness to pay (WTP) for improvements in
dryland, wetland, and marine animal species in the GEE. This WTP study revealed a
fairly even distribution of both econcentric and anthropocentric viewpoints, but with
slight skews toward ecocentric responses (Milon & Scrogin, 2004). While the Milon and
Scrogin survey captures the environmental attitudes of the general public in South
Florida, the present thesis seeks to capture environmental attitudes of informed
restoration stakeholders.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
The research project answered five related questions pertaining to identifying the
most beneficial outcomes of GEE restoration, as well as illustrating the environmental
attitudes of Everglades restoration stakeholders. These questions include:
1. What are the most important outcomes of GEE restoration to stakeholders?
2. What are the preference differences between stakeholders?
3. Which factors influence stakeholder choices?
4. What are the environmental attitudes of Everglades restoration stakeholders?
5. How can preference structures of Everglades restoration stakeholders influence
decision-making?
The following methodology is divided into individually answering each research
question. The predominant methods used in the section include analytical hierarchy
process (AHP), simple regression analysis, new ecological paradigm (NEP), and multiattribute value theory (MAVT) strategies. The major focus of the research identified and
quantified the restoration preferences of Everglades restoration stakeholders to aid in
restoration decision-making, while collecting additional information about stakeholders.
These methods can be applied to unique management challenges and situations both
inside and outside of the GEE, with potential application to various GEE restoration
alternatives.
3.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1: WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT OUTCOMES
OF EVERGLADES RESTORATION TO STAKEHOLDERS?
The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) was utilized to answer the first research
question in the study. The AHP process started by identifying potential Everglades
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restoration alternatives, as well as effective criteria to portray potential restoration
outcomes. An online version of the AHP was then created, involving informational
statements about each criteria, a series of six pair-wise comparisons, New Ecological
Paradigm (NEP) scale questions, Everglades restoration attitude questions, and
demographic questions. To facilitate a collection of a wide variety of perspectives on
Everglades restoration, a diverse group of stakeholders was asked to respond to the
survey. Finally, AHP analysis was used to reveal the comparative preference weights of
all stakeholders who responded to the survey.
Online use of the AHP in this case can be justified due to a number of factors.
Firstly, the time and budgetary requirements to convene geographically spread
stakeholders were outside of the scope of this research. Secondly, GEE restoration is an
undertaking that involves a wide variety of stakeholders both inside and outside of
governmental institutions. Use of the online survey allowed for responses to be collected
anonymously. Governmental representatives and those representatives of potentially
more restrictive stakeholder groups had the ability to answer questions in a space that did
not collect identifying information. Thirdly, the online version of the survey allowed us
to collect a larger sample of stakeholders from a variety of backgrounds. In some
traditional applications of the AHP, a maximum of ten stakeholders are used for analysis.
Due to the complexity of Everglades restoration, contact with a larger group of
stakeholders was vital to collecting a holistic understanding of stakeholder preference.
3.1.1 IDENTIFYING ALTERNATIVES
As a result of the sheer number of restoration projects involved in CERP,
evaluating different alternatives to CERP was beyond the scope of the present study.
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However, many individual projects in CERP have the potential to profoundly impact
restoration efforts in the GEE. One such project involves construction of a water reservoir
in the agricultural area south of Lake Okeechobee, also known as the Everglades
Agricultural Area (EAA) Reservoir. The reservoir has the potential to alleviate polluted
water discharges into the St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee estuaries, increase the seasonal
flow of water south to the central and southern Everglades, and store water for multipurpose use (McLean, Ogden, & Williams, 2002). While the reservoir would have the
potential to improve water flow, water resource managers are unsure about how much
water should be stored. Potential options include in million-acre-foot either a 0.24, 0.5, 1,
1.5, or 2 size reservoir , with unique outcomes on wildlife populations, water storage
amounts, vegetation distribution, and reduced polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee
into the northern estuaries.
Ecological and hydrological modeling of the outcomes of the five different EAA
reservoir storage amounts were provided by the science team at The Everglades
Foundation. These outcomes include:
1. The ecological effects on populations of specific charismatic and indicator
species including wading birds, alligators, the endangered Everglades snail
kite, and seatrout.
2. The hydrological reductions in discharges from Lake Okeechobee.
3. The hydrological volumes of water stored by the reservoir for potential
environmental, industrial, agricultural, and residential use.
Traditional multi-criteria analysis such as analytical hierarchy process requires
coordination between decided alternatives and criteria selected to represent those
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alternatives (Saaty 1978, 1981, 1990). Criteria should be selected on the basis of
measurable outcomes of alternatives, such as those provided here by The Everglades
Foundation.
3.1.2 CRITERIA SELECTION
To evaluate the effectiveness of different restoration scenarios, major outcomes, or
criteria, of the EAA reservoir had to first be identified. Due to the complexity of
Everglades restoration, the variety of stakeholder interests, and recent knowledge of the
emerging challenges associated with climate change, the potential pool of criteria was
numerous. A priority in this process was to choose criteria that could be both projected
using modeling techniques, and that were relevant to the needs of a variety of
stakeholders, including those in the research, agricultural, business, and environmental
advocacy communities.
Additionally, AHP involves use of pairwise comparisons between criteria to
eventually provide the weights of importance to decision-making. With the addition of
each criteria, the number of trade-offs required increases. With each increase in criteria
comes the potential for increased trade-offs and inconsistency in decision-making, also
reducing the validity of the AHP analysis. For example, four criteria would amount to a
total of six trade-offs, while five criteria would amount to a total of 10 trade-offs. Due to
this constraint, the research team concluded that four criteria should be the maximum
number used in the AHP.
The initial list of criteria included six diverse options. Experts at Florida International
University and The Everglades Foundation were consulted to narrow this list to four
options. These criteria included:
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1. Reducing polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee into the St. Lucie and
Caloosahatchee river estuaries.
2. Improving seasonal flow of water through Everglades National Park into Florida
Bay
3. Reducing hurricane and associated storm surge impact provided by the
Everglades ecosystem.
4. Increasing freshwater supply for residential, industrial, and agricultural use.
These criteria were then integrated into an online version of the AHP analysis, using the
online surveying platform Qualtrics.
3.1.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
After finalization of the restoration alternatives and the criteria involved in the
AHP analysis, the conceptual framework outlined the literature review (Section 2.2.1,
Figure 1) could be populated to set up for the AHP. The framework is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Conceptual framework for this AHP analysis populated with the decision
criteria and alternatives examined in this study.
Decision: How much water
should be stored in the EAA
reservoir?

Criteria 1:
Reducing polluted
discharges from
Lake Okeechobee.

Alternative 1:
0.24 M Ac-ft

Criteria 2:
Increasing
seasonal flow of
water through
ENP and FL Bay

Alternative 2:
0.5 M Ac-ft

Criteria 3:
Reducing
hurricane and
storm surge related
impacts.

Alternative 3:
1 M Ac-ft
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Alternative 4:
1.5 M Ac-ft

Criteria 4:
Increasing
freshwater supply
for agricultural,
industrial, and
residential use.

Alternative 5:
2 M Ac-ft

3.1.4 SURVEY DESIGN
To make the AHP more accessible to a wide variety of restoration stakeholders,
the analysis was collected using an online version of the AHP through the surveying
platform Qualtrics. The survey was broken up into six major sections, including
stakeholder identification, informational statements, the AHP, the NEP, Everglades
restoration attitudinal questions, and a demographic section. Each section was
intentionally included to either perform the AHP in a holistic manner, or to enrich the
statistical analysis regarding the motivations behind stakeholder decision-making. After
survey design was established, the survey was tested on a panel of 20 individuals who
provided feedback on flow, clarification of directions, and length. The following section
describes each section of the online survey used to understand the most important
outcomes of GEE restoration to decision-makers.
3.1.4.1 STAKEHOLDER SELF-IDENTIFICATION
The first part of the survey included self-reporting of one or multiple stakeholder
groups. These potential groups included agriculture, business community, real estate,
environmental organization or advocacy group, recreation/tourism industry, university
professor/researcher, university graduate student, state government employee, federal
government employee, county government employee, Native American tribal
representative, water utility, natural resources, and other. Collection of this information
was fairly important to ensure identification of specific stakeholder groups. With the
information, responses to the later AHP section were traced to the associated stakeholder
group.
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3.1.4.2 INFORMATIONAL STATEMENTS
To prepare the stakeholders for the AHP section of the survey, and to ensure that
stakeholders understood each criterion, brief informational statements were formulated,
along with informational graphics. The informational statements were written in order to
portray the overall information about each criterion in a non-biased way. After these
initial informational statements were written, they were reviewed by experts at The
Everglades Foundation and Florida International University for content. These
informational statements are outlined in Table 2.
Table 2. Informational statements for each criterion involved in the AHP analysis.
Criterion
1. Reducing polluted
discharges from
Lake Okeechobee
into the St. Lucie
and
Caloosahatchee
rivers.

2. Improving
seasonal flow of
water through
Everglades
National Park into
Florida Bay.

3. Reducing
hurricane and
associated storm

Informational Statement
During especially wet periods, freshwater is discharged
from Lake Okeechobee eastward to the St. Lucie River
and westward to the Caloosahatchee River. These
discharges are laden with excess nutrients that can lead to
toxic algae blooms, seagrass and oyster die-offs, and
negative consequences for property values and public
health in nearby coastal communities. Everglades
restoration will clean and direct water south of Lake
Okeechobee to the Everglades during wet periods, instead
of being discharged to the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie
rivers, reducing the number of algal blooms in these areas.
The Greater Everglades Ecosystem is home to many
wildlife species that play a critical role in maintaining the
ecosystem and provide direct benefits to people (e.g.
birdwatching and recreational fishing). These species
include among others, the Everglades snail kite, Florida
panther, Florida manatee, American crocodile, spotted sea
trout, various species of wading birds, and the American
alligator. Conservation of these species will benefit from
the restoration of the Everglades and slow sheet flow of
freshwater from Lake Okeechobee through the Everglades
into Florida Bay.
Hurricanes and tropical storms are frequent natural
disasters in South Florida, causing flood damage
associated with storm surge impacts. Wetlands such as the
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surge impact
provided by the
Everglades
ecosystem.

4. Increasing
freshwater storage
for residential,
industrial, and
agricultural, use.

Everglades have the ability to reduce the impacts of storm
surge by absorbing and storing excess flood water.
Mangrove swamps in the coastal Everglades are
especially effective at lessening the impact of storm surge.
Everglades restoration could potentially enhance the
ability of wetlands and mangrove swamps to aid in storm
surge mitigation.
While the flow of freshwater is important for the
ecological health of the Everglades, freshwater is also an
important resource for agricultural use and public water
supply. Everglades restoration is expected to help
maintain and even enhance the availability of freshwater
for multiple uses.

Following each individual informational statement, respondents were asked one
question about prior knowledge using a Likert scale before reading the statement. The
prior knowledge question was asked to ensure that respondents reviewed the
informational statement because of its importance in the AHP, as well as to compare
prior knowledge about specific criteria to decision-making during the regression analysis.
Prior knowledge about specific criteria could have had the potential to influence decisionmaking in the AHP section of the survey.
3.1.4.3 ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS
The next section of the survey was the trade-off portion of the AHP analysis.
Before the start of the trade-offs, an additional instructional statement using a simple
trade-off example was devised to reduce the potential for inconsistency in AHP
responses. Consistency in AHP response is crucial for interpreting and quantifying the
responses for application in a useful way (Saaty 1978, 1981, 1990). The instructional
statement example was also devised to be easily understood by a wide variety of
stakeholders, as well as to explain the underlying theory of the AHP in a non-technical
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way for interested stakeholders. After an initial testing phase, the instructional statement
was finalized, as seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Instructional statement used to explain the AHP trade-off process.

After the informational statement was reviewed by the respondents, AHP tradeoffs began. Each criterion was compared using pair-wise comparisons following a
method originally outlined by Saaty (1990). Traditionally, AHP trade-offs between
criteria are made using a numbered scale varying from 1 to 8, with one being that the two
criteria are of equal importance, and 8 being that the first criteria is absolutely more
important than the second (Saaty, 1990).
While these numbered statements are effective for use in some applications of the
AHP, online applications may need more careful wording. Because of importance of
maintaining the consistency of responses, use of numbers of intensity to compare the
criteria was replaced by more discretely-worded statements outlined in Table 3. To
reduce the potential for inconsistency and confusion, intermediate values were also not
included in the modified scale. While the elimination of numbered responses reduces the
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overall flexibility in potential trade-off magnitudes, it also has the advantage of making
trade-offs clearer to respondents, while still maintaining the integrity and numerical
meaning of the original AHP numbering system, also outlined in Table 3.
Table 3. The Saaty scale of AHP used to complete trade-offs (Saaty, 1990), and the
modified scale used by this survey with the intention of improved consistency.
Intensity of Importance
1
3
5
7
9
2,4,6,8

Definition (Original Scale)
Equal Importance
Somewhat more important
Much more important
Very much more important
Absolutely more important
Intermediate Values

Definition (Modified)
Both are equally important
A little more important
Moderately more important
Much more important
Extremely more important
-

Each respondent made a total of six tradeoffs, eventually comparing every
potential combination of two criteria. To more adequately reduce the potential for
inconsistency, respondents were first asked which criteria was more important, or if they
were considered equally important. If one criteria was chosen as more important than the
other, the survey would ask to specify the level of importance between the two criteria
based on the modified Saaty scale on a separate screen. If the criteria were chosen as
equally important, the survey would continue on to the next trade-off with a different set
of criteria on a separate screen.
3.1.4.4 NEW ECOLOGICAL PARADIGM
After all tradeoffs were made in the AHP, new ecological paradigm (NEP)
questions were asked using the statements listed in Table 2, in the original order specified
by Dunlap et al (2000). The 15 NEP questions were divided into three separate screens of
five questions each to reduce the potential for respondent fatigue. Each NEP question was
rated on a Likert scale of “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” as specified in the
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updated version of the NEP by Dunlap et al. (2000). These questions and the associated
Likert scale were unaltered to ensure that environmental attitude was measured as closely
to the original method specified by Dunlap et al. (2000) as possible.
3.1.4.5 EVERGLADES RESTORATION QUESTIONS
Next, stakeholders were asked general questions about Everglades restoration,
including opinion on Everglades restoration overall, an additional question about
importance of criteria, threats facing Everglades restoration, and open response questions.
The first set of general Everglades restoration questions included:
1. Cost should not be a factor in restoration of the Everglades.
2. I found it difficult to select which restoration benefit I preferred.
3. I am concerned that the government cannot manage programs effectively.
4. I should not have to pay additional fees or taxes for Everglades restoration.
These questions were rated on a Likert scale of “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.”
The second general Everglades restoration question was worded: “In your opinion, how
important is Everglades restoration overall?” on a Likert scale of “extremely important”
to “not important at all.”
The next question inquired about importance of the original four criteria evaluated
in the AHP, as well as two additional criteria. The question was asked to ensure that
potentially relevant criteria to stakeholders that were not included in the AHP would be
represented in some way in the survey. The additional criteria of Everglades restoration
decision-making included:
1. Protecting recreational opportunities such as fishing, camping, and boating.
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2. Helping combat the negative effects of climate change, sea-level rise, and
saltwater intrusion.
The next question enquired about the biggest threats to Everglades restoration, on
a Likert scale of “none at all” to “a very large amount”. The questions were included to
better understand stakeholder perception of threats at the physical, governmental, and
natural levels. Threats were identified using an analysis of the literature, expert
consultation, and previous surveys performed in the GEE on the general public. Threats
included:
1. Urban sprawl and development
2. Water pollution from agriculture
3. Water pollution from urban areas
4. Lack of funding and restoration effort by the State of Florida
5. Lack of funding and restoration effort by the Federal Government
6. Invasive species
The final set of questions in this section included two optional open-response
style questions to allow for comment on greatest challenges associated with GEE
restoration, as well as changes in organizational efforts associated with GEE restoration
over time.
3.1.4.6 DEMOGRAPHICS
The final section of the survey collected simple demographic information,
including age, gender, marital status, household size, ZIP code, education level, ethnicity,
and Hispanic origin. These data collected to understand more about the general
demographic factors about stakeholders. Demographics were not included in the later
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statistical analysis of motivations behind stakeholder responses due to the use of
stakeholders as key informants rather than demographic representatives of the general
population.
3.1.5 STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION
Everglades restoration stakeholders were identified and contacted in a method
loosely grounded in the snowball sampling approach (Noy, 2008). To begin with,
Everglades and agricultural researchers at universities were identified using an online
search of publicly available information. Contacted institutions included Florida
International University, University of Florida, University of Miami, Florida Atlantic
University, Florida Gulf Coast University, and the University of Central Florida. The
survey was also sent to the Florida Coastal Everglades Long-Term Ecological Research
(FCE-LTER) research group, comprised of scientists involved in every scientific facet of
Everglades research. These researchers were asked to forward the survey to additional
Everglades or agricultural researchers within their networks, including graduate students.
Additionally, the survey was sent to all of those individuals included in the Department
of Earth and Environment at Florida International University, many of which are
involved in Everglades research to some degree. This was an important step, as
Everglades researchers are particularly collaborative, allowing the survey to reach a
greater number of researchers.
Additionally, the list of presenters from the Greater Everglades Ecosystem
Restoration (GEER) Conference were contacted using publicly available information.
Due to the interagency nature of GEER, presenters included stakeholders from county,
state, and federal government agencies and institutions, university researchers, members
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of the business community, and agricultural researchers. GEER presenters were an
especially important group to contact, due to the potential networking connections to
state and federal decision-makers and policy implementers. Researchers and policymakers in this group were also asked to send the survey to others in their networks from a
variety of stakeholder groups.
To contact stakeholders in the agricultural community, individual farmers with
contacts at FIU, agricultural cooperatives, and UF-Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences (IFAS) agricultural extension offices were contacted and asked to forward the
link to additional farmers. Members of the business community were contacted via
dissemination from mailing lists provided by multiple chambers of commerce, stretching
from the Florida Keys to the northern edges of the GEE. Members of environmental
advocacy groups, water utilities, and Native American tribal representatives were also
contacted also using publicly available information online. All of these stakeholders were
asked to forward the survey to other stakeholders within their networks. All contacted
groups were sent a second reminder email to complete the survey by a given date.
Some stakeholders were contacted using personal or professional connections,
and others were contacted without prior introduction. Prior introduction may have
impacted the response rate of the stakeholders, due to the lack of prior interaction or
connection with those stakeholders.
3.1.6 AHP ANALYSIS
Finally, after the survey was designed, tested, and distributed to stakeholders,
responses were analyzed to answer the first research question of the thesis, pertaining to
understanding which Everglades restoration criteria are most important to stakeholders.
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The Eigenvalue method developed by Saaty (1978) was utilized to calculate priority
values for the criteria. Trade-off comparisons can be expressed visually using a reciprocal
matrix table (Table 4). In this case, four criteria were compared to each other for a total
of 6 trade-offs, and 6 reciprocal values.
Table 4. Trade-off comparisons used to calculate criteria weights in table form.
Criteria
1
2
3
4
1
1
Reciprocal
Reciprocal
Reciprocal
2

Comparison 1

1

Reciprocal

Reciprocal

Comparison 4
Comparison 5

1
Comparison 6

Reciprocal
1

(Trade-off between
criterion 1 and 2)

3
4

Comparison 2
Comparison 3

The matrix can also be expressed in a theoretical reciprocal matrix where the
relative weight of an attribute is included in the matrix as aij and the reciprocal to that
weight is represented as 1/aij on a diagonal:
𝑤1 /𝑤1
𝑤2 /𝑤1
𝐴 = 𝑎𝑖𝑗 =
⋮
𝑤𝑛 /𝑤1

𝑤1 /𝑤2
𝑤2 /𝑤2
⋮
𝑤𝑛 /𝑤2

… 𝑤1 /𝑤𝑛
… 𝑤2 /𝑤𝑛
…
⋮
… 𝑤𝑛 /𝑤𝑛

As seen in matrix A, each factor with respect to the others is shown as ratios on rows.
When i=j, aij=1. When the transpose of the vector of weights w is multiplied by matrix A,
a vector is represented by λmax w, where
𝐴𝑤 = λmax
where,
𝑤 = (𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , … 𝑤𝑛 )𝑇
And,
(𝐴 − 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐼)𝑤 = 0
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Where 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest Eigen value of matrix A and w is the transpose of the vector
weights. I refers to the identity matrix. The 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is equal to or greater than n or the
number of rows or columns in the matrix A (Saaty, 1977).
Because of the potential for inconsistency in responses, especially when applying
the AHP in an online survey format, consistency of responses had to be calculated. A
consistency index for each individual respondent was calculated using the following
formula:
( 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛)
(𝑛 − 1)
Where 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest Eigen value of matrix A and n is the number of criteria being
analyzed. The consistency index was then divided by the consistency index of the
specific matrix used in the analysis. The calculation resulted in a consistency ratio,
interpreted such that ratios greater than 0.1 were considered inconsistent (Saaty &
Vargas, 2012). Each response was evaluated for consistency to only include those
responses that were considered consistent at the end of the analysis.
Using the above theoretical guidance, AHP calculations were completed using the
statistical analysis program STATA. At the end of the AHP analysis process, weights
were calculated for the total sample, allowing for understanding of which restoration
criteria and alternatives are most important.
3.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2: WHAT ARE THE PREFERENCE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS?
To answer the second research question, the AHP analysis was replicated on
individual stakeholder groups to understand priority weights of each group for
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comparison. Because of smaller sample sizes from certain stakeholder groups,
stakeholders were grouped together according to major interest. These groups include:
researcher (comprised of university professors and graduate students), government
(including county, state, and federal government employees and water utilities),
agriculture researcher (including those who indicated both agricultural and university
researcher involvement), environmental organizations, business (including recreational
interests, business community, and real estate), Native American tribal interests, natural
resources, and other (including “other”, and prefer not to say). The consolidation resulted
in a total of seven stakeholder groups. Similarities and differences among the preferences
of these groups were compared using each individual stakeholder group’s comparative
weights at the end of the AHP weight calculation.
Additionally, regression analysis was used to understand the degree to which the
stakeholder groups differed in terms of preference. The stakeholder group that expressed
the highest weight, or WeightHighest Stakeholder, in terms or preference was utilized as the
dependent variable, while the dependent variables included the 6 other stakeholder
groups, expressed in the equation below:
WeightHighest Stakeholder = B0 + B1StakeholderGroup1 + B2StakeholderGroup2 +
B3StakeholderGroup3 + B4StakeholderGroup4 + B5StakeholderGroup5
+B6StakeholderGroup6 + 𝜀
With 𝜀 being the error term, or any random variable that could affect the differences
between weights. The regression process would reveal those stakeholder groups that
expressed significantly lower weights than the stakeholder group that expressed the
highest weight.
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3.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3: WHICH FACTORS INFLUENCE STAKEHOLDER
CHOICES?
The third part of the analysis involved attempting to understand which factors
collected by the survey may be able to explain motivations behind stakeholder decisionmaking. A simple regression analysis was performed to better understand the potential
motivations behind AHP decisions. The weights expressed by stakeholders on each
individual criteria was regressed with other collected information including stakeholder
group, NEP scale score, prior knowledge, education level, Everglades restoration
attitudinal responses, and age.
3.3.1 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
The simple regression analysis was performed using STATA software.
Regression was performed with individual priority weights as a dependent variable, and
additional information collected by the survey as the independent variables.
Combinations of variables were tested to better understand those that had some
significance to the individual priority weights. The regression analysis method can be
theoretically expressed with the following equation:
WeightCriteria = B0 + B1Stakeholder + B2NEP + B3Education Level + B4Attitudes + 𝜀
Where WeightCriteria is the weight of each individual criteria as the independent function,
and B0 is the intercept of the regression line. Each dependent variable involved in the
analysis is represented by B1Stakeholder, or the stakeholder group associated with each
respondent, B2NEP, or the overall environmental attitude score of each individual
respondent, B3Education Level, or the highest achieved level of education on a scale of
less than high school to professional degree, and B4Attitudes, or responses to the
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Everglades restoration attitudinal questions. 𝜀 is an error term, due to the fact that not all
factors that influence criteria weight could possibly be recorded in the present thesis.
Additionally, a seemingly unrelated regression with small sample size adjustment
was utilized to understand both the statistical differences between the criteria weights,
stakeholder group, and demographic variables.
3.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 4: WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES
OF STAKEHOLDERS?
The fourth part of the analysis involved quantifying individual stakeholder responses
to the New Ecological Paradigm questions to assess environmental attitude. Following
the methods and statements originated by Dunlap et al. (1978, 2000) shown in Table 2,
stakeholders were asked a series of 15 environmental attitude questions on a Likert scale
of “Strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”, with five possible response options. In order
to calculate the environmental attitude score, each response was translated to a number
between one and five, then totaled. Due to the alternating ecocentric and anthropocentric
statements in the NEP, anthropocentric responses were transposed. Strong agreement
with anthropocentric statements translated to a lower score in comparison to ecocentric
statements. Higher NEP score equated to higher degree of agreement with ecocentric
statements.
Following this reasoning, the highest possible and most ecocentric score on the NEP
scale is a 75, while the lowest possible and most anthropocentric score on the NEP scale
is a 15. The total scores of each respondent were included in the regression analysis in the
third research question of the present thesis. Additionally, respondents were broken up
into three separate groups based on NEP score. Those with a score less than 45 (the
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midpoint score representing NEP neutrality) were considered more anthropocentric,
while those with a score higher than 45 were considered more ecocentric. The NEP score
metric is helpful when attempting to understand the ideological differences between
stakeholders.
3.5 RESEARCH QUESTION 5: HOW CAN PREFERENCE STRUCTURES OF
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS INFLUENCE SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES?
The final part of the analysis applies the calculated criteria weights found in the AHP
analysis to actual potential GEE restoration projects. While CERP contains more than 60
individual projects with several outcomes, installment of a reservoir south of the
Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA) may have the potential to reduce many of the issues
facing restoration efforts, including reducing polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee,
increasing seasonal flow of water through the GEE, and increasing water storage for
environmental use. However, the storage size of the reservoir has not been determined.
Potential alternatives include either a 0.24, 0.5, 1, 1.5, or 2-million-acre-foot reservoir.
To compare the potential outcomes of different restoration scenarios, the physical
outcomes of each restoration criteria under different potential alternatives had to be
determined. Outcomes were found using ecological and hydrological models produced by
the science team at The Everglades Foundation. These physical values include different
water storage amounts, ecological changes to wildlife populations in Everglades National
Park, and reduced polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee into the northern estuaries.
To complete the AHP, criteria weights and physical values for each restoration
alternative were compared using multi-attribute value theory (MAVT).
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3.5.1 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE VALUE THEORY
Multi-attribute value theory is a tool used in multi-criteria analyses to combine both
physical outcomes of different choice alternatives, and the preferential outcomes of
methods such as the AHP. The MAVT process allows for easier ranking in the final step
of the AHP, while also reflecting stakeholders’ value judgements through alternative
rankings (Fishburn 1967, Keeney & Raiffa, 1993). Following the work of Hostmann et
al., (2005), the MAVT process was completed using the following value function:
𝑉𝑖 (𝑥𝑖,𝑗 ) = 𝑤1 ∗ 𝑣𝑖1 (𝑥𝑖1) + 𝑤2 ∗ 𝑣𝑖2 (𝑥𝑖2) + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑛 ∗ 𝑣𝑖𝑛 (𝑥𝑖𝑛 )
for each i,
Where Vi is the unitless aggregate index for restoration alternative i, xi1 is the physical
value of attribute 1 under restoration alternative i, W1 is the stakeholder-generated weight
of the attribute 1, and Vi1 is the normalized value of attribute 1 under alternative 1.
Additionally, i is the normalized value of attribute 1 under alternative i, i = 1, 2, … n
restoration alternatives and j = 1, 2, … n attributes. The resulting outcome of the analysis
is a number between 0-1, allowing for each restoration alternative to be compared on a
weighted scale. All of the values used in the equation were normalized before input into
the equation, meaning that use of the Vi1 was not needed in this analysis.
With multiple attributes embedded into a single scale, the value function allows
comparing alternatives simultaneously based on ecological, economic, and social
dimensions for restoration (Mavrommati et al., 2016). Additionally, the above function
assumes that multiple restoration attributes are independent of each other, meaning that
there are no interactions among preferences for the levels of different attributes, known as
mutual preference independence (Mavrommati et al., 2016). Simply, the concept of
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mutual preference independence states that alternatives involved in decision-making are
weighed evenly in terms of preference and are not impacted by one another. Mutual
preference independence allowed for substitution of weak performance of one attribute
for a strong performance in another attribute. Completion of the MAVT signaled the
concluding step to the AHP analysis, which involves using stakeholder preference of
GEE restoration alternatives to decide which real-world restoration scenarios would
provide the most benefit to stakeholders.
The physical values used in the MAVT analysis are already normalized in to
percentages with information provided by scientists at The Everglades Foundation. The
first data set used in the MAVT analysis included percentage reduction in discharges
from Lake Okeechobee into the northern estuaries as a result of the five different storage
amounts in the EAA, representing the physical value of the discharges criteria. These
values are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Reduction in polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee as a result of 5
different restoration alternatives.
Reservoir Size
(in million acrefeet)
% Reduction in
Polluted
Discharges

0.24

0.5

1

1.5

2

57.074%

59.953%

62.198%

63.3007%

63.768%

The second data set used in the MAVT analysis included an average percentage
increase in select indicator species populations in Everglades National Park, including
wading birds, alligators, snail kites, and seatrout. The resulting physical value represented
the flow criteria, listed on Table 6. Modeling of the third and fourth datasets representing
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the water storage and storm surge protection is currently underway. The MAVT was
completed using two of the four criteria, with potential to add the additional two criteria
as they are made available.
Table 6. Physical increase in indicator species populations as a result of 5 different
restoration alternatives based on average of four different species.
Reservoir Size (in million acre-feet)
Indicator
0.24
0.5
1
1.5
2
Species
Wading
2.48%
2.96%
3.41%
3.53%
3.53%
Birds
Alligators
6.95%
9.07%
10.01%
10.00%
8.57%
Snail Kite
18.26%
23.88%
27.53%
27.60%
26.34%
Seatrout
25.15%
26.37%
27.39%
28.62%
28.62%
AVERAGE
13.21%
15.56%
17.08%
17.43%
16.76%
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION
The chapter presents and discusses the results of the analysis relating to each
individual research question listed in the methodology section. These results include a
ranking of the most important outcomes of Everglades restoration to stakeholders,
differences in preferences between stakeholders, potential motivations of stakeholder
decision-making, the environmental attitudes of stakeholders, and applications of the
outcomes of the study to real restoration scenarios.
4.1 WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT OUTCOMES OF EVERGLADES
RESTORATION TO STAKEHOLDERS?
Due to the importance of capturing a wide variety of viewpoints and perspectives,
the online survey utilized in the present research was sent to over 500 known individuals,
some of which sent the survey to additional stakeholders or email lists. Of the
stakeholders contacted, 106 individuals completed at least the prior knowledge and AHP
trade-off sections of the survey, resulting in 21.2 percent response rate. Stakeholder
groups represented in the final sample included university researchers at the professorial
and graduate level (n = 45), representatives from the county, state, and federal
government (n = 28), an agricultural representative (n = 1), agricultural researchers (n =
4), environmental organization representatives (n = 8), business community
representatives (n = 15), natural resource representatives (n = 3), and others who did not
identify with any group on the stakeholder list (n = 2). Some responses to the Analytical
Hierarchy process section of the survey were not considered consistent enough to include
in the final analysis. Consistent stakeholder group responses are outlined in Table 7.
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Certain stakeholder groups that proved especially difficult to contact included Native
American tribal representatives and agricultural representatives.
Table 7. Consistent responses after Analytical Hierarchy Process
Stakeholder Group
University Researchers
Government (County, state,
federal)
Agriculture
Agriculture Researchers
Environmental Organizations
Business Community
Natural Resources
Other
Total

Responses
45
28

Consistent Responses
39
25

1
4
8
15
3
2
106

0
4
6
14
3
2
93

4.1.1 OVERALL DECISIONS
The overall preference weights of the Everglades restoration criteria included in
the AHP trade-offs are expressed in Table 8. According to all 106 surveyed responses
combined, improving seasonal flow of water through ENP into Florida Bay was listed as
the most important criterion (0.3489) when proceeding with Everglades restoration
scenarios (referred to as “Flow”). Flow was followed in declining order by reducing
polluted discharges from Lake Okeechobee (Discharges, 0.2947), reducing hurricane and
associated storm surge impact provided by the Everglades ecosystem (Hurricanes,
0.1792), and increasing freshwater storage for residential, industrial, and agricultural use
(Water, 0.1772), which was weighted the lowest in terms of preferences for Everglades
restoration criteria. The result may have been due to the small amount of agricultural and
business community responses captured in the present survey, in comparison to
Everglades researchers.
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A series of simple t-tests revealed that preference for flow was significantly
higher than each of the other criteria. The t-tests also revealed that preference for
discharges was significantly higher than preference for both hurricanes and water.
Additionally, the preferences for hurricanes and water were not significantly different.
Table 8. Overall AHP Preference Weights

Criteria
Name
Shorthand
Criteria
Name
Overall
Weights

Reducing polluted
discharges from Lake
Okeechobee into the St.
Lucie and
Caloosahatchee rivers.

Reducing hurricane
and associated storm
surge impact provided
by the Everglades
ecosystem.

Improving seasonal
flow of water through
Everglades National
Park into Florida Bay.

Increasing
freshwater storage
for residential,
industrial, and
agricultural, use.

Discharges

Hurricanes

Flow

Water

0.2947

0.1792

0.3489

0.1772

4.1.2 STAKEHOLDER GROUP DECISIONS
When the AHP analysis was performed within individual stakeholder groups,
results differed from the overall results dramatically as expressed in Table 9. Researchers,
government employees, environmental organization employees, and natural resource
interests had the highest preference for flow, followed by discharges, hurricanes, and
water. Business community representatives had the highest preference for flow, followed
by discharges, water, and hurricanes. The agricultural researchers had highest preference
for water storage, with equal preference for discharges, hurricanes, and flow. Inconsistent
responses were not included in the analysis
The stakeholder group with the highest priority for discharges out of all of the
groups was the natural resource group, while the group with lowest priority was the
agriculture researcher group. The stakeholder group with the highest priority for restoring
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the GEE to improve resilience from hurricanes was the agricultural researcher group,
closely followed by environmental organizations, while the groups with the lowest
priority were government and researchers. The stakeholder group with the highest
priority for improving flow through the GEE was government, while the agriculture
research representative expressed the lowest priority. The stakeholder group with the
highest priority for increasing water storage was the agriculture researcher group, while
the environmental organization representatives expressed the lowest priority.
Table 9. AHP Preference Weights for Individual Stakeholder Groups
Stakeholder
Group
Researcher
(n = 45)
Government
(n = 28)
Agricultural
Researcher
(n = 4)

Discharges

Hurricanes

Flow

Water

.301

.172

.346

.181

.282

.167

.406

.145

.229

.229

.229

.313

Environmental
Organization
(n = 8)
Business
(n = 15)
Natural
Resources
(n = 3)
Overall
Weight

.286

.205

.373

.136

.302

.183

.303

.212

.323

.194

.340

.144

0.2947

.1792

.3489

.1772

Bold: Stakeholder group with the highest weight.

Due to the small sample size of some stakeholder groups, analysis to find the
significance of weights when compared to other stakeholders was not possible. The
finapotential for successful statistical analysis could be further improved with larger
sample sizes from certain groups, such as agriculture, environmental organizations, and
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business. The analysis could also be significantly enriched by further involvement from
Native American tribal representatives.
Researchers represented the largest stakeholder group in the sample, with highest
preferences for restored Flow. While researchers may have the most intimate
understanding of a variety of GEE functions and outcomes of restoration scenarios, input
is often overshadowed by special interests or those with political power. The academic
community sampled in the present study is comprised of a multi-disciplinary group of
experts with a variety of perspectives and varied geographical coverage of the GEE. As
called for by Scarlett (2013), decision-making processes utilized in the present study
includes input from the scientific community, among other represented stakeholder
groups, to enrich input and expertise on Everglades restoration from a variety of sources.
The present study successfully illuminated the preferences of researchers, and could be
further enriched with increased participation from the other stakeholder groups to
increase represented perspectives.
4.2 WHICH FACTORS MOTIVATE STAKEHOLDER DECISIONS?
Using simple regression analysis, demographic factors, stakeholder group
identified, and environmental attitude scores were compared to the priority weights of
each criterion. One individual dependent variable could not be traced to affect the priority
weights of all criterion, but a few variables turned out to be significant in individual
priority weight analyses. Additionally, the demographic makeup of the sample was not
necessarily diverse. However, the sample of respondents was collected to represent
Everglades restoration stakeholders as a whole. Demographic factors represented in the
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sample are not necessarily reflective of the general public, but Everglades restoration
stakeholders as a group.
4.2.1 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
Of those respondents who answered the demographic section of the survey, 55%
identified as male, while 45% identified as female. When asked about age, approximately
8% of respondents were between the ages of 18 and 24, 20% were between the ages of 25
and 34, 20% were between the ages of 35 and 44, 19% were between the ages of 45 and
54, 24% were between the ages of 55 and 64, and 10% were between the ages of 65 and
74. The youngest respondent was 22 and the oldest respondent was 71. In terms of
education, approximately 48% had doctoral degrees, 16% had master’s degrees, and 27%
had bachelor’s degrees. The variation in age may have been due to the fact that the
majority of respondents, 48%, were university professors or graduate students.
Respondents who attended some college or graduated from high school made up 6% and
2% of the sample, respectively. Of those who answered the ethnicity question on the
survey, approximately 78% identified as white, 4% identified as Asian, 5% identified as
multiple ethnicities, 3% identified as other, and 10% preferred not to answer the question.
When asked if the respondents identified as Hispanic or Latino, approximately 13%
identified as Hispanic or Latino, and 75% did not. When asked about marriage status,
approximately 61% of respondents were married and 39% were not. The average
household size of the sample was 2.58 individuals. The demographic trends recorded in
this sample are not necessarily representative of the average demographic proportions of
South Florida, but are not required to adhere to demographic quotas due to collection of
information from key informants (stakeholders).
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4.2.2 STATISCIAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
Priority weights of each criterion were compared across the stakeholder group
identified, demographic factors and NEP scores (further discussed in section 4.3 of the
discussion). An additional statistical analysis called seemingly unrelated regression was
also analyzed for the same variables, with overall similar results. The results of the
statistical analyses are shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The statistical analysis revealed that no one factor impacted priority weights
across all four criteria. In both analyses, no known connection was found between
demographic variables and preference for any criteria. However, agriculture researchers
had a significantly lower preference for flow when compared to the largest stakeholder
group (Researchers) and significantly higher preference for Water when compared to the
largest stakeholder group.
Figure 4. Regression analysis results comparing priority weight of Discharges and other
demographic, stakeholder group, and NEP scale responses.

(No significant variables.)
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Figure 5. Regression analysis results comparing priority weight of Flow and other
demographic, stakeholder group, and NEP scale responses.

(Agriculture researcher significantly lower at the 5% confidence level.)

Figure 6. Regression analysis results comparing priority weight of Water and other
demographic, stakeholder group, and NEP scale responses.

(Agriculture researcher significantly higher at the 5% level.)
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Figure 7. Regression analysis results comparing priority weight of Hurricanes and other
demographic, stakeholder group, and NEP scale responses.

(No significant variables.)
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Figure 8. Seemingly Unrelated Regression analysis using small sample adjustment.
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Note: Due to the nature of completing the seemingly unrelated regression, all four priority weights were not
comparable at the same time. The fourth priority criteria (Water) was analyzed in a separate analysis that eliminated
Hurricanes. This is because the fourth equation would be a perfectly linear combination of the other three equations.

Figure 8 reflects the same outcomes as the previous figures, using an additional
strategy for statistical analysis called Seemingly Unrelated Regression. The Seemingly
Unrelated Regression method was used because the error terms in the regression analysis
between the preference structures may be correlated. The method yielded the same
results, namely that agricultural researchers have a significantly higher preference for
water provision and a significantly lower preference for flow to the GEE.
4.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES OF EVERGLADES
RESTORATION STAKEHOLDERS?
The results of the NEP scale portion of the online survey revealed that only a
small number of respondents (n = 2) identified as neutral in environmental attitude or
anthropocentric in environmental attitude. The remaining respondents with completed
NEP scale responses identified as some level of ecocentric (n = 100). The result is
consistent with recent studies such as Dunlap et al. (2000) and Dunlap (2008). A small
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portion of the respondents finished the AHP trade-off section, but did not complete the
NEP scale section of the survey (4). The section is also divided into examining the
overall NEP scores and average NEP scores for each stakeholder group.
4.3.1 NEP OVERALL RESPONDENTS
Overall, NEP scores were concentrated towards more ecocentric responses. The
NEP scale stretches from the lowest possible score of 15, to the highest possible score of
75. The majority of the sample (76 individuals) scored between 60 and 70, expressing
environmental attitude ranging from mildly to strongly ecocentric. Another portion of the
sample (12 individuals) scored between 50 and 59, expressing slightly ecocentric
attitudes. A smaller portion (12 individuals) scored between 70 and 75, expressing
extremely ecocentric views. Two individuals expressed either neutral or slightly
anthropocentric views. These trends are expressed in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Distribution of NEP scores in the sample of stakeholders.
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Collection of additional responses from agricultural representatives, the business
community, and Native American tribal representatives have the potential to integrate
additional ideologies into the NEP results to enrich the distribution of scores. The NEP
scores of each stakeholder group were also calculated and compared in the following
section.
4.3.2 NEP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Average NEP scores differed in most of the stakeholder groups, but varied from
the lowest score of 55 (Agriculture) to the highest score of 68 (Environmental
Organization). These averages are displayed in Table 10. Though the average scores were
different, the range was only 13 points on the NEP scale, signaling that the surveyed
stakeholder groups may hold similar environmental attitudes. Ecological attitude is
important to know for communication with stakeholder groups, as well as messaging for
stakeholder groups for policy-making, decision-making, and communication purposes on
the part of decision-makers.
Table 10. Average NEP scores of each stakeholder group.
Stakeholder Group
Agriculture
(n = 1)
Agriculture Researcher
(n = 4)
Business
(n = 15)
Environmental Organization
(n = 8)
Government
(n = 28)
Natural Resources
(n = 3)
Researcher
(n = 45)

63

Average NEP Score
55
59
62
68
63
64
62

OVERALL

63

The agriculture group and agricultural researcher group were the only two groups
to score below 60 on the NEP scale, still displaying a slightly ecocentric attitude. These
groups likely maintain a slightly more anthropocentric viewpoint than the rest of the
sample potentially due to a utilitarian understanding of the environment as a provider of
resources for agricultural practices. The results of the NEP scale questions would be
enriched with further sampling from additional agricultural representatives, especially
considering that only one purely agricultural representative was sampled.
The business group and researcher groups both displayed an average score of 62,
with government narrowly reflecting a higher score at 63. The higher score may be due to
the higher proportion of researchers included in the survey, displaying a sample with
more diverse environmental attitudes. The result was surprising due to the potential
ideological differences between the three groups, especially in regards to the researcher
group. The scores of the environmental organization group and the natural resources
group are slightly higher than the rest of the sample.
While most of the individual stakeholders expressed some form of an ecocentric
environmental attitude, some other factor may be able to explain the ideological
differences between the stakeholders. Additional analyzation of the NEP results,
including a factor analysis, may be able to provide some insight into the main differences
between responses to the NEP questions. Additional responses to the NEP questions have
the potential to display an overall more holistic understanding of the environmental
attitudes of a wider variety of respondents. Groups that may be able to provide an
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especially interesting perspective include Agricultural representatives and researchers,
Native American tribal representatives, and the business community at large.
4.4 HOW CAN PREFERENCE STRUCTURES OF DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS
INFLUENCE SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES?
Finally, the MAVT was performed to understand how the preferences defined by
the AHP analysis have the potential to influence decision-making in a realistic way. As
stated in the methodology section of the present thesis, the MAVT was limited to two
physical values of restoration alternatives representing flow and discharges. In the
coming months, developments in ecological modeling will allow for application of the
third and fourth physical values representing water storage and hurricane damage
reduction. Thankfully, the two currently available physical outcomes of the restoration
scenarios coincide with the two most preferred outcomes of the overall AHP analysis.
Investigation of alternative EAA reservoirs is just one application of the results of the
survey, the same process can be replicated on any number of restoration alternatives with
the same measurable outcomes.
4.4.1 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE VALUE THEORY OUTCOMES
Each restoration alternative, including EAA reservoirs with storage amounts
ranging from 0.25 to 2 million acre-feet, were weighed based on both the preferences of
stakeholders and the physical changes in discharges and flow as a result of different
storage amounts (outlined in Tables 5 and 6). Generally, larger reservoir sizes decreased
the overall amount of polluted discharges flowing from Lake Okeechobee into the St.
Lucie and Caloosahatchee estuary systems (as seen in Table 5). However, larger reservoir
size was not always associated with increased populations of indicator species in
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Everglades National Park (ENP), indicating that some levels of increased seasonal water
flow through ENP actually may have negative effects on wildlife populations (as seen in
Table 6). Table 11 outlines the normalized values of each of the criteria, with the
Hurricane criteria neutralized to the same impact with each individual restoration
alternatives.
Table 11. Normalized values of physical impacts of each restoration alternative.
Reservoir Size
(million acrefeet)
0.24

% Reduced
Discharges
from Lake
Okeechobee
57%

% Increased
Population of
Indicator
Species in ENP
13%

12%

% Increase in
Storm Surge
and Hurricane
Protection
100%

0.5

60%

16%

25%

100%

1

62%

17%

50%

100%

1.5

63%

17%

75%

100%

2

64%

17%

100%

100%

% Increase in
Water Storage

Calculations using the MAVT formula reveal that the largest reservoir size of 2
million acre-feet is weighed the highest out of all other alternatives. However, the weight
of the 1.5 M acre-foot alternative is only slightly less than the highest weighed
alternative. The 0.25 M acre-foot alternative is the lowest weighted alternative, with the
least amount of physical and stakeholder preference benefit. These values are portrayed
in Table 12.
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Table 12. MAVT Weights of each restoration alternative based on increases in indicator
species populations in Everglades National Park and decreases in polluted discharges
from Lake Okeechobee.
Reservoir Size
(million acre-feet)
0.25 (12% increase)
0.5 (25%)
1 (50%)
1.5 (75%)
2 (100)

% Reduced
Discharges from
Lake
Okeechobee
75%
82%
92%
97%
100%

% Increased
Population of
Indicator Species in
ENP
76%
89%
98%
100%
96%

MAVT Index
(including
stakeholder
weights)
0.685
0.777
0.881
0.946
0.987

The results of the MAVT section would be further enriched and differences
between alternatives made clearer with identification of the physical values of hurricane
preparedness. However, the flow, water storage and discharges factors used to calculate
the weights of each alternative are weighed significantly higher by Everglades restoration
stakeholders. Quantifying the physical outcomes with the two unincluded factors as a
result of each restoration alternative are currently under investigation by The Everglades
Foundation and the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD).
Additionally, the present version of the MAVT is based on four total criteria to
measure the benefits of each restoration alternative strictly due to the potential for
increased respondent inconsistency in the AHP trade-off analysis. A potentially more
comprehensive version of the AHP with more criteria could be effectively tested on
Everglades restoration stakeholders, but would need to be held in person or under close
supervision to prevent inconsistency. The benefit of performing the AHP and in turn the
MAVT using four criteria is that the AHP can be performed online, allowing for a larger
amount of responses to be captured at drastically reduced costs of time, energy, and
resources for stakeholders.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
The following chapter presents the summary of the results outlined in the previous
chapter, policy recommendations, potential avenues to expand upon the original
framework of the survey, and knowledge gaps that could enrich the present study and
others like it in the future. In short, the results of the survey outlined in the present study
and the value of these results to informing Everglades restoration decision-making would
be further enriched by participation from both a larger sample and wider variety of
stakeholders. However, the survey does provide the groundwork for the vital process of
integrating transdisciplinary strategies into Everglades restoration decision-making.
Expansion of the research would ultimately contribute to the implementation of adaptive
management in management of the GEE.
In summary, the present project has the potential to impact GEE restoration by
providing a method for informing decision-making and providing the greatest amount of
benefits to stakeholders. The AHP analysis in the present study allows a variety of
stakeholders the opportunity to provide input in restoration, while also balancing power
to all stakeholders despite political power and special interests. Overall, stakeholders
surveyed through the survey weighed the flow of water through ENP into Florida Bay as
the most important outcome of Everglades restoration, followed by reducing discharges
from Lake Okeechobee into the northern estuaries, then increasing freshwater storage for
a variety of human uses, and finally improving the GEE to improve hurricane
preparedness.
The sample evaluated in the present study mainly includes input from the
scientific community, a stakeholder group whose input has historically played a
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supporting role in decision-making (Scarlett, 2013). The results of the present study could
provide input from researchers with decades of experience in the GEE to inform more
scientifically based decision-making. While the initial goal of the present study was to
quantify knowledge of a variety of stakeholders, researchers also represented an undersurveyed population with unique priorities and were accounted for in the survey.
The MAVT analysis in the study identified which reservoir water storage amounts
in the EAA would maximize both stakeholder preferences and physical outcomes of
alternative decisions. These physical outcomes were derived from ecological modeling
performed by The Everglades Foundation. Using the physical outcomes of the two most
important criteria to stakeholders, the EAA reservoir storage amount with the greatest
benefit to the prioritized criteria was identified as the 2 million acre-foot option, followed
by 1.5 million acre-foot option. The MAVT analysis would be further refined by
inclusion of physical values associated with hurricanes. These values are currently being
estimated by multiple ecosystem modelers in the EAA and should be available in the
coming months.
Additionally, the present study involved collection of the environmental attitudes
of Everglades restoration stakeholders, revealing that most stakeholders scored in the
ecocentric side of the scale. Ecocentric NEP scores were surprising considering that some
stakeholders may have been more prone to anthropocentric viewpoints based on interest
and occupation. The results of the NEP score section of the survey have the potential to
impact messaging released by environmental organizations as well as governmental
organizations when facilitating multi-stakeholder conversations in the future. Surveying
of additional stakeholders would likely potentially reveal more anthropocentric attitudes.
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As called for by a number of Everglades scientists, adoption of adaptive
management principles is vital to improving management of the GEE (Gunderson et al.,
1995; Gunderson & Light, 2006; Ogden 2008; Scarlett, 2013). The core principles of
adaptive management include management decisions informed by stakeholder input from
the very beginning of the planning process (Gunderson, 2001). Due to the potential
impacts of sea level rise and climate change in the GEE, management and planning of the
ecosystem will likely undergo a series of changes and reimagining of timelines. While
GEE restoration is certainly a daunting challenge, methods used in the present study have
the potential to provide formal input from stakeholders into potential restoration
decisions. The combination of social science, ecological concepts, and biological
modeling guided by expert input provides a holistic strategy for decision-making in the
GEE based in the values of adaptive management.
Modified replications of the study have the potential to further enrich the results
and contribute more effectively to Everglades restoration decision-making. First and
foremost, replication of the survey with input from a wider variety and larger quantity of
stakeholders would vastly improve the holistic understanding of stakeholder preferences.
The replication may be better pursued by an established, well-connected, and politically
neutral organization, with the power to connect with a larger variety of stakeholders. The
replication could also potentially be performed by entities such as the South Florida
Ecosystem Restoration Task Force (SFERTF) or the South Florida Water Management
District (SFWMD), with care not to bring political influence into decision-making.
However, if the survey were distributed by larger entities, special care should be taken to
include underrepresented groups discussed in previous sections of the present thesis.
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Currently, the survey used in the present thesis is still usable and can be sent to additional
stakeholders. The survey should be viewed as a potential tool and work in progress with
potential for increased sample size and wider variety of survey respondents in the future.
An additional replication of the survey could involve pursuit of a more traditional
AHP method. Traditional AHP would involve one or a series of in-person meetings with
a smaller but still representative sample of Everglades restoration stakeholders and
additional criteria. Due to the increased potential for inconsistency when performing
more than 6 trade-offs online, the present survey was limited to using only 4 criteria.
GEE restoration is an incredibly complex undertaking with a host of additional and
worthy criteria. Increasing the number of criteria also increases the total number of tradeoffs needed to complete the AHP, making in-person facilitation of decision-making
critical to prevent inconsistency. Gathering of multiple stakeholders in person would also
allow for facilitation of group decision-making and consensus building experiments,
generating social learning and lasting relationships between ideologically opposite
stakeholders. These two replications would have the potential to expand on the results of
the present study, but the theoretical framework could remain the same with some
expansion if desired.
Further study or continuation of the study would benefit from a few
improvements in knowledge gaps. Inclusion of stakeholders would drastically improve
the balance of power between stakeholder groups. Improvements in relationships and
connections between stakeholder groups in the future would potentially allow for ease of
contact with stakeholder groups with less influence or political power. Ecological
modeling advancements would also be especially beneficial, with the addition of
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understanding of the effects of Everglades restoration on mangrove populations in
conjunction with climate change and sea level rise projections.
Climate change and sea level rise has the potential to impact what is currently
regarded as “successful” GEE restoration. The present study (including criteria and
alternatives) could be modified over time to account for these changes in GEE restoration
as climate change modeling becomes more advanced and available. As long as
stakeholders are included in decision-making, adaptive management should be able to
account for emerging changes in climate change knowledge and forecasting.
Finally, due to the complexity of the system and outcomes of decision-making on
a wide variety of stakeholders, management of the GEE is notoriously difficult and slowmoving. As the estimated date of CERP endpoint completion extends at least an
additional 20 years and estimated spending exceeds the original budget by billions of
dollars, application of strategies that combine the realistic constraints of social input and
scientific backing involving ecologically founded alternatives is vital. The present study
represents one such study that effectively approaches decision-making with a
transdisciplinary mindset. Future applications of the strategy employed in this study with
input from a wider variety of stakeholders could improve the holistic power of the
existing study to facilitate GEE restoration decision-making.
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